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• The greenback started the new week on a firm footing with the US Dollar Index (DXY) rising to the

110.00 area following Friday's retreat. The cautious market mood ahead of key central bank events

helps the dollar outperform its rivals as a safe haven.

• On Friday, the one-year and 5-year inflation expectations components of the University of

Michigan's Consumer Sentiment Survey declined from August levels, forcing the DXY to erase a

small portion of its weekly gains.

• Over the weekend, US President Biden said, “I'm more optimistic than I have been in a long time.”

The national leader also stated that they are going to get control of inflation.

• Germany's Bundesbank will release its monthly report and NAHB Housing Index will be the only

data featured in the US economic docket later in the day. UK markets will be closed on Monday due

to the Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II’s State Funeral.
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➢ The EUR/USD pair is falling below the 1.0000 during early Monday as the US dollar index

(DXY) has advanced amid soaring bets on a bumpers rate hike by the Federal Reserve.

➢ ECB Chief Economist Philip Lane said on Saturday per Reuters, “At 0.75%, the ECB's

deposit rate is still too low as it continues to stimulate the economy, so the ECB's job is not

yet done.”

➢ The sellers need to conquer the support of 0.9950 to drag the asset towards round-level of

0.9900, followed by early September's low around 0.9860. Alternatively, a upside break of the

resistance of 1.0050 will drive the asset towards upper band of daily bearish channel at

1.0100.
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➢ GBP/USD struggles to remain above 1.1400 as traders begin the key week comprising the

monetary policy announcements from the US Federal Reserve (Fed) and the Bank of England

(BOE).

➢ “British Prime Minister Liz Truss has agreed with her Irish counterpart Micheal Martin that an

opportunity remains for a negotiated outcome to issues around the Northern Ireland protocol,”

Reuters quotes Irish broadcaster RTE TV during the weekend.

➢ Should the asset drop below the fresh two-year low at 1.1350, greenback bulls will drag the cable

towards the round-levels support of 1.1300. A slippage below the latter will drag the asset towards

the 7 January 1985 low around 1.1250. On the flip side, a break above Friday’s high at 1.1480

will send the asset towards the resistance of 1.1600, followed by September 09 high around

1.1650.
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➢ The USD/JPY pair is being supported around 143.00 for the start of the week while trapped

between there and resistance of 143.50. The quote’s latest rebound could be linked to the

cautiously optimistic sentiment and the market’s preparations for this week’s monetary policy

meeting of the US Federal Reserve (Fed) and the Bank of Japan (BOJ).

➢ Should the yen pair drops below the uptrend line at 142.15, sellers will drag the asset towards

September 09 low at 141.50. On the flip side, the greenback bulls can regain strength if the

asset oversteps above 143.50 decisively. This will send the asset towards the double tops near

145.00, followed by the round level resistance at 146.00.
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➢ XAU/USD has witnessed a vertical fall after failing to overstep the critical resistance of

$1,680.00 in the Asian session. US President Biden’s readiness to back Taiwan in case China

attacks Taipei and the hawkish hopes for the Fed seem to weigh on the Gold price ahead of the

key monetary policy announcements.

➢ A sustained move below the $1,660 support will send the precious metal to 08 April 2020 low

surrounding $1,640. On the contrary, the Gold bulls need to overstep the $1,680 hurdle to aim

for the early September bottoms surrounding $1,690. A breach of the latter will drive the yellow

metal towards the psychological resistance of $1,700.
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➢ US stocks finished the last session of the week lower as FedEx chief executive's warning about

the global economy hurt sentiment. Energy was the steepest decliner, with all sectors in the red

except real estate and consumer staples.

➢ FedEx CEO Raj Subramaniam on Thursday told CNBC that he expects the economy will enter

a worldwide recession, citing volume declines in every segment globally.

➢ The S&P 500 was down 0.72% to 3,873.32 on Friday. The sellers need to conquer the lower

band of bearish channel at 3,800 to aim for July 14 low around 3,725. Meanwhile, the

resistance of 3,900 restricts recovery moves before directing the bulls to the upper band of

bearish channel at 4,000.
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